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Abstract. Should quantum computers become available, they will reduce the effective key length of
basic secret-key primitives, such as blockciphers. To address this we will either need to use blockciphers
with inherently longer keys or develop key-length extension techniques to amplify the security of a
blockcipher to use longer keys.
We consider the latter approach and revisit the FX and double encryption constructions. Classically,
FX was proven to be a secure key-length extension technique, while double encryption fails to be more
secure than single encryption due to a meet-in-the-middle attack. In this work we provide positive
results, with concrete and tight bounds, for the security of both of these constructions against quantum
attackers in ideal models.
For FX, we consider a partially-quantum model, where the attacker has quantum access to the ideal
primitive, but only classical access to FX. This is a natural model and also the strongest possible, since
effective quantum attacks against FX exist in the fully-quantum model when quantum access is granted
to both oracles. We provide two results for FX in this model. The first establishes the security of FX
against non-adaptive attackers. The second establishes security against general adaptive attackers for
a variant of FX using a random oracle in place of an ideal cipher. This result relies on the techniques of
Zhandry (CRYPTO ’19) for lazily sampling a quantum random oracle. An extension to perfectly lazily
sampling a quantum random permutation, which would help resolve the adaptive security of standard
FX, is an important but challenging open question. We introduce techniques for partially-quantum
proofs without relying on analyzing the classical and quantum oracles separately, which is common in
existing work. This may be of broader interest.
For double encryption, we show that it amplifies strong pseudorandom permutation security in the
fully-quantum model, strengthening a known result in the weaker sense of key-recovery security. This is
done by adapting a technique of Tessaro and Thiruvengadam (TCC ’18) to reduce the security to the
difficulty of solving the list disjointness problem and then showing its hardness via a chain of reductions
to the known quantum difficulty of the element distinctness problem.
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Introduction

The looming threat of quantum computers has inspired significant efforts to design and analyze post-quantum
cryptographic schemes. In the public-key setting, polynomial-time quantum algorithms for factoring and
computing discrete logarithms essentially break all practically deployed primitives [28].
In the secret-key setting, Grover’s quantum search algorithm [12] will reduce the effective key length
of secret-key primitives by half. Thus, a primitive like the AES-128 blockcipher which may be thought to
have 128 bits of security against classical computers may provide no more than 64 bits of security against
a quantum computer, which would be considered significantly lacking. Even more worrisome, it was shown
relatively recent that quantum computers can break several secret-key constructions completely such as the
Even-Mansour blockcipher [23] and CBC-MAC [17] if we grant the attacker fully quantum access to the
cryptosystem.
This would not be the first time that we find ourselves using too short of a key. A similar issue had to be
addressed when the DES blockcipher was widely used and its 56 bit keylength was considered insufficient.

Following approaches considered at that time, we can either transition to using basic primitives which have
longer keys (e.g. replacing AES-128 with AES-256) or design key-length extension techniques to address
the loss of concrete security due to quantum computers. In this paper we analyze the latter approach. We
consider two key-length extension techniques, FX [20] and double encryption, and provide provable bounds
against quantum attackers in ideal models.
Of broader and independent interest, our study of FX focuses on a hybrid quantum model which only
allows for classical online access to the encrypted data, whereas offline computation is quantum. This model
is sometimes referred to as the “Q1 model” in the cryptanalysis literature [17,5], in contrast to the fullyquantum, so-called “Q2 model”, which allows for quantum online access. This is necessary in view of existing
attacks in the Q2 model showing that FX is no more secure than the underlying cipher [24], but also, Q1
is arguably more realistic and less controversial than Q2. We observe that (as opposed to the plain model)
ideal-model proofs in the Q1 model can be harder than those in the Q2 model, as we need to explicitly
account for measuring the online queries to obtain improved bounds. In many prior ideal-model Q1 proofs,
e.g. [21,22,14,4,18], this interaction is handled essentially for free because the effects of online and offline
queries on an attacker’s advantage can largely be analyzed separately. Our work introduces techniques to
handle the interaction between classical online queries and quantum offline ideal-model queries in Q1 proofs
that cannot be analyzed separately. On the other hand, our result on double encryption considers the full
Q2 model – and interestingly, restricting adversaries to the Q1 model does not improve the bound. To be
self-explanatory we will often refer to the Q1 and Q2 models as the partially-quantum and fully-quantum
models, respectively.
The remainder of this introduction provides a detailed overview of our results for these two constructions,
and of the underlying challenges and techniques.

1.1

The FX Construction

The FX construction was originally introduced by Kilian and Rogaway [20] as a generalization of Rivest’s
DESX construction. Consider a blockcipher E which uses a key K P t0, 1uk to encrypt messages M P t0, 1un .
Then the FX construction introduces “whitening” key K2 P t0, 1un which is xor-ed into the input and output
of the blockcipher. Formally, this construction is defined by FXrEspK } K2 , M q “ EK pM ‘ K2 q ‘ K2 . (Note
that the Even-Mansour blockcipher [11] may be considered to be a special case of this construction where
k “ 0, i.e., the blockcipher is a single permutation.) This construction has negligible efficiency overhead as
compared to using E directly.
Kilian and Rogaway proved this scheme secure against classical attacks in the ideal cipher model. In
particular, they established that
k`n´1
Advsprp
.
FX pAq ď pq{2

Here Advsprp measures the advantage of A in breaking the strong pseudorandom permutation (SPRP) security
of FX while making at most p queries to the ideal cipher and at most q queries to the FX construction.
Compared to the p{2k bound achieved by E alone, this is a clear improvement so FX can be considered a
successful key-length extension technique again classical attackers.
Is this construction equally effective in the face of quantum attackers? The answer is unfortunately negative. Leander and May [24], inspired by a quantum attack due to Kuwakado and Morii [23] that completely
breaks Even-Mansour blockcipher, gave a quantum attack against FX, which shows that the whitening keys
provide essentially no additional security over that achieved by E in isolation. Bonnetain, et al. [5] further
reduced the number of online quantum queries in the attack. Roughly speaking, Opnq quantum queries to
FX construction and Opn2k{2 q local quantum computations of the blockcipher suffice to recover the secret
encryption key. Note that, however, such attacks require full quantum access to both the ideal primitive
and to the instance FX that is under attack, i.e. they are attacks in the fully-quantum model. The latter is
rather strong and may be considered unrealistic. While we cannot prevent a quantum attacker from locally
2

evaluating a blockcipher in quantum superposition, honest implementations of encryption will likely continue
to be classical.4
Partially-quantum model. Because of the realistic concern of the fully-quantum model and the attacks
therein that void key extension in FX, we turn to the partially-quantum model in which the attacker makes
quantum queries to ideal primitives, but only classical queries to the cryptographic constructions.
In this model there has been extensive quantum cryptanalysis on FX and related constructions [13,5]. The
best existing attack [5] recovers the key of FX using roughly 2pk`nq{3 classical queries to the construction and
2pk`nq{3 quantum queries to the ideal cipher. However, to date, despite the active development in provable
quantum security, we are not aware of SPRP or just PRF security analysis, which gives stronger security
guarantees. Namely, it should not just be infeasible to retrieve a key, but also to merely distinguish the
system from a truly random permutation (or function). We note that in the special case where the primitives
are plain-model instantiations (e.g., non-random-oracle hash functions), with a bit of care many security
reductions carry over to the quantum setting [25]. This is because the underlying primitives are hidden from
the adversary, and hence the difficulty arising from the interaction of classical and quantum queries to two
correlated oracles becomes irrelevant.
Our main contribution on FX is to prove, for the first time, indistinguishability security in the partiallyquantum model, in two restricted ways. Although they do not establish the complete security, our security
bounds are tight in their respective settings.5
Non-adaptive security. We first consider non-adaptive security where we restrict the adversary such that
its classical queries to the FX construction (but not to the underlying ideal cipher) must be specified before
execution has begun. We emphasize that non-adaptive security of a blockcipher suffices to prove adaptive
security for many practical uses of blockciphers such as the various randomized or stateful encryption schemes
(e.g. those based on counter mode or output feedback mode) in which an attacker would have no control
over the inputs to the blockcipher.
In this setting the bound we prove is of the form
˙
ˆb
sprp-na
2
k`n
.
AdvFX pAq ď O
p q{2
Supposing k “ n “ 128 (as with AES-128), an attacker able to make p « 264 queries to the ideal cipher
could break security of E in isolation. But to attack FX, such an attacker with access to q « 264 encryptions
would need to make p « 296 queries to the ideal cipher. In fact we can see from our bound that breaking
the security with constant probability would require the order of Ωp2pk`nq{3 q queries in total, matching the
bound given in the attacks mentioned above [5]. Hence our bound is tight.
To prove this bound we apply a one-way to hiding (O2H) theorem of Ambainis, Hamburg, and Unruh [3],
an improved version of the original one in [32]. This result provides a clean methodology for bounding the
probability that an attacker can distinguish between two functions drawn from closely related distributions
given quantum access. The non-adaptive setting allows us to apply this result by sampling the outputs of
FX ahead of time and then considering the ideal world in which the ideal cipher is chosen independently
of these outputs and the real world in which we very carefully reprogram this ideal cipher to be consistent
with the outputs chosen for FX. These two ideal ciphers differ only in the Opqq places where we need to
reprogram.
Adaptive security of FFX. As a second approach towards understanding fully adaptive security of FX, we
consider a variant construction (which we call FFX for “function FX”) that replaces the random permutation
with a random function. In particular, suppose F is a function family which uses a key K P t0, 1uk on input
4

5

Some may argue that maintaining purely classical states, e.g., enforcing perfect measurements is also non-trivial
physically. However, we deem maintaining coherent quantum superposition significantly more challenging.
Throughout, when mentioning tightness, we mean it with respect to the resources required to achieve advantage
around one. The roots in our bounds make them weaker for lower resource regimes. Removing these is an interesting
future direction.
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messages M P t0, 1un to produce outputs C P t0, 1um . Then we define FFXrFspK } K2 , M q “ FK pM ‘ K2 q.6
For this construction we prove a bound of the form
ˆb
˙
2 q{2k`n .
Advprf
pAq
ď
O
p
FFX
in the partially-quantum random oracle model. Note that this matches the bound we obtained for the nonadaptive security of FX. Since the same key-recovery attack [5] also applies here, it follows that our bound is
tight as well. Our proof combines two techniques of analyzing a quantum random oracle, the O2H theorem
above and a simulation technique by Zhandry [35]. The two techniques usually serve distinct purposes. O2H
is helpful to program a random oracle, whereas Zhandry’s technique is typically convenient for (compactly)
maintaining a random oracle and providing some notion of “recording” the queries. In essence, in the two
function distributions of O2H for which we aim to argue indistinguishability, we apply Zhandry’s technique
to simulate the functions in a compact representation. As a result, analyzing the guessing game in O2H,
which implies indistinguishability, becomes intuitive and much simplified. This way of combining them could
also be useful elsewhere.
To build intuition for the approach of our proof, let us first consider one way to prove the security of this
construction classically. The core idea is to use lazy sampling. In the ideal world, we can independently lazily
sample a random function F : t0, 1uk ˆ t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1um to respond to F queries and a random function
T : t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1um to respond to FFX queries. These lazily random functions are stored in tables.
The real world can similarly be modeled by lazily sampling F and T to respond to the separate oracles.
However, these oracles need to be kept consistent. So if the adversary ever queries M to FFX and pK, M ‘K2 q
to F, then the game should copy values between the two tables such that the same value is returned by both
oracles. (Here K and K2 are the keys honestly sampled by the game.) Alternatively, we can think of the
return value being stored only in the T table when such queries occur (rather than being copied into both
tables) as long as we remember that this has happened. When represented in this manner, the two games
only differ if the adversary makes such a pair of queries, where we think of the latter one as being “bad”.
Thus a simple Oppq{2k`n q bound on the probability of making such a query bounds the advantage of the
adversary.
In our quantum security proof we wish to proceed analogously. First, we find a way to represent the
responses to oracle queries with two (superpositions over) tables that are independent in the ideal world and
dependent in the real world (the dependency occurs only for particular “bad” inputs). Then (using the O2H
theorem of Ambainis, Hamburg, and Unruh) we can bound the distinguishing advantage by the probability
of an attacker finding a “bad” input. In applying this theorem we will jointly think of the security game and
its adversary A as a combined adversary A1 making queries to an oracle which takes in both the input of A
and the tables being stored by the game – processing them appropriately.
The required representation of the oracles via two tables is a highly non-trivial step in the quantum setting.
For starters, the no-cloning theorem prevents us from simply recording queries made by the adversary. This
has been a recurring source of difficulty for numerous prior papers such as [33,30,9]. We make use of the
recent elegant techniques of Zhandry [35] which established that, by changing the perspective (e.g., to the
Fourier domain), a random function can be represented by a table which is initialized to all zeros and then
xor-ed into with each oracle query made by the adversary. This makes it straightforward to represent the
ideal world as two separate tables. To represent the real world similarly, we exploit the fact that the queries
to FFX are classical. To check if an input to FFX is “bad” we simply check if the corresponding entry of the
random oracle’s table is non-zero. To check if an input to the random oracle is “bad” we check if it overlaps
with prior queries to FFX which we were able to record because they were classical. For a “bad” input we
then share the storage of the two tables and this is the only case where the behavior of the real world differs
from that of the ideal world. These “bad” inputs may of course be part of a superposition query and it is
only for the bad components of the superposition that the games differ.
6

Note we have removed the external xor with K2 . In FX this xor is necessary, but in our analysis it would not
provide any benefit for FFX.
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Difficulty of extending to FX. It is possible that this proof could be extended to work for normal FX
given an analogous way to lazily represent a random permutation. Unfortunately, no such representation is
known.
Czajkowski, et al. [8] extended Zhandry’s lazy sampling technique to a more general class of random
functions, but this does not include permutations because of the correlation between the different outputs of
a random permutation. Chevalier, et al. [6] provided a framework for recording queries to quantum oracles,
which enables succinctly recording queries made to an externally provided function for purposes of later
responding to inverse queries. This is distinct from the lazy sampling of a permutation that we require.
Rosmanis [27] introduced a new technique for analyzing random permutations in a compressed manner and
applied it to the question of inverting a permutation (given only forward access to it). Additional ideas seem
needed to support actions based on the oracle queries that have been performed so far. This is essential in
order to extend our proof for the function variant of FX to maintain consistency for the real world in the
face of “bad” queries.
Recent work of Czajkowski [7] provided an imperfect lazy sampling technique for permutations and used
it to prove indifferentiability of SHA3. They claim that their lazy sampling strategy cannot be distinguished
from a random permutation with advantage better than Opq 2 {2n q. Unfortunately, this bound is too weak
to be useful to our FX proof. For example, if k ě n we already have Opq 2 {2n q security without key-length
extension. Determining if it is possible to perfectly lazily sample a random permutation remains an interesting
future direction.
1.2

Double Encryption

The other key-extension technique we consider is double encryption. Given a blockcipher E : t0, 1uk ˆ
t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1un this is defined by DErEspK1 } K2 , M q “ EK2 pEK1 pM qq. This construction requires more
computational overhead than FX because it requires two separate application of the blockcipher with different
keys. Classically, this construction is not considered to be a successful key-length extension technique because
the meet-in-the-middle attack [10,26] shows that it can be broken in essentially the same amount of time as
E alone.
However, this does not rule out that double encryption is an effective key-length extension method in the
quantum setting, as it is not clear that the Grover search algorithm [12] used to halve the effective keylength
of blockciphers can be composed with the meet-in-the middle attack to unify their savings. The security
of double encryption in the quantum setting was previously considered by Kaplan [16]. They related the
key-recovery problem in double encryption to the claw-finding problem, and gave the tight quantum query
bound ΘpN 2{3 q for solving key recovery (here N “ 2k is the length of the lists in the claw-finding problem).
This indicates that in the quantum setting double encryption is in fact useful (compare to N 1{2 ), although
key-recovery security is fairly weak.
We strengthen their security result by proving the SPRP security, further confirming double encryption
as an effective key-extension scheme against quantum attacks. This is proven in the fully-quantum model,
and the bound we obtain matches the attack in [16] which works in the partially-quantum model. Namely
restricting to the weaker partially-quantum model would not improve the bound. Our result is obtained by
a reduction to list disjointness. This is a worst-case decision problem measuring how well an algorithm can
distinguish between a pair of lists with zero or exactly one element in common, which can be viewed as a
decision version of the claw-finding problem. This reduction technique was originally used by Tessaro and
Thiruvengadam [31] to establish a classical time-memory trade-off for double encryption. We observe that
their technique works for a quantum adversary.
We then construct a chain of reductions to show that the known quantum hardness of element distinctness [1,34] (deciding if a list of N elements are all distinct) can be used to establish the quantum hardness
of solving list disjointness. Our result (ignoring log factors) implies that a highly successful attacker must
make Ωp22k{3 q oracle queries which is more than the Ωp2k{2 q queries needed to attack E used in isolation.
Our proof starts by observing that Zhandry’s [34] proof of the hardness of the search version of element
distinctness (finding a collision in a list) in fact implies that a promise version of element distinctness
(promising that there is exactly one collision) is also hard. Then a simple reduction (randomly splitting the
5

element distinctness list into two lists) shows the hardness of the search version of list disjointness. Next we
provide a binary-search inspired algorithm showing that the decision version of list disjointness can be used
to solve the search version, implying that the decision version must be hard. During our binary search we
pad the lists we are considering with random elements to ensure that our lists maintain a fixed size which is
necessary for our proof to go through.
The final bound we obtain for double encryption is of the form
ˆb
˙
sprp
6
3
2k
AdvDE pAq ď O
pq ¨ k lg kq {2
.
The sixth root arises in this bound from the final step in our chain of results analyzing list disjointness. The
binary search algorithm requires its underlying decision list disjointness algorithm to have relatively high
advantage. To obtain this from a given algorithm with advantage δ we need to amplify its advantage by
running in on the order of 1{δ 2 times. The number of queries depending on the square of δ causes the root
to arise in the proof.
1.3

Overview

In Section 2, we introduce preliminaries such as notation, basic cryptographic definitions, and some background on quantum computation that we will use throughout the paper. Following this, in Section 3 we
consider the security of FX in the partially quantum setting. Non-adaptive SPRP security of FX is proven
in Section 3.1 and adaptive PRF security of FFX is proven in Section 3.2. We conclude with Section 4 in
which we prove the SPRP security of double encryption against fully quantum adaptive attacks.

2

Preliminaries

For n, m P N, we let rns “ t1, . . . , nu and rn..ms “ tn, n` 1, . . . , mu. The set of length n bit strings is denoted
t0, 1un . We use } to denote string concatenation. We let Injpn, mq denote the set of injections f : rns Ñ rms.
We let y Ð$ ArO1 , . . . spx1 , . . . q denote the (randomized) execution of algorithm A with input x1 , . . . and
oracle access to O1 , . . . which produces output y. For different A we will specify whether it can access its
oracles in quantum superposition or only classically. If S is a set, then y Ð$ S denotes randomly sampling y
from S.
We express security notions via pseudocode games. See Fig. 1 for some example games. In the definition
of games, oracles will sometimes be specified by pseudocode with the following form.
Oracle OpX1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ : Z1 , . . . q
//Code defining X11 , . . . and Z11 , . . .
Return pX11 , ¨ ¨ ¨ : Z11 , . . . q
This notation indicates that X1 , . . . are variables controlled by the adversary prior to the oracle query and
Z1 , . . . are variables controlled by the game itself which the adversary cannot access. At the end of the
execution of the oracle, these variables are overwritten with the values indicated in the return statement.
Looking ahead, we will be focusing on quantum computation so this notation will be useful to make it explicit
that O can be interpreted as a unitary acting on the registers X1 , . . . and Z1 , . . . (because O will be an
efficiently computable and invertible permutation over these values). If H is a function stored by the game,
then oracle access to H represents access to the oracle that on input pX, Y : Hq returns pX, HpXq ‘ Y : Hq.
We define games as outputting boolean values and let PrrGs denote the probability that game G returns
true. When not otherwise indicated, variables are implicitly initialized to store all 0’s.
If A is an adversary expecting access to multiple oracles we say that it is order consistent if the order
it will alternate between queries to these different oracles is a priori fixed before execution. Note that order
consistency is immediate if, e.g., A is represented by a circuit where each oracle is modeled by a separate
oracle gate, but is not immediate for other possible representations of an adversary.
6

Game Gprf
F,b pAq
H Ð$ Fcspk, n, mq
K Ð$ t0, 1uF.kl
F Ð$ Fcsp0, F.il, F.olq
b1 Ð$ ArEv, Hs
Return b1 “ 1

EvpX, Y : H, K, F q
Y1 Ð FrHspK, Xq
Y0 Ð F pXq
Return pX, Yb ‘ Y : H, K, F q

Game Gsprp
E,b pAq
E Ð$ Icspk, nq
K Ð$ t0, 1uE.kl
P Ð$ Icsp0, E.blq
b1 Ð$ ArEv, Inv, E, E´1 s
Return b1 “ 1

EvpX, Y : E, K, P q
Y1 Ð ErEspK, Xq
Y0 Ð P pXq
Return pX, Yb ‘ Y : E, K, P q
InvpX, Y : E, K, P q
Y1 Ð E´1 rEspK, Xq
Y0 Ð P ´1 pXq
Return pX, Yb ‘ Y : E, K, P q

Fig. 1. Security games measuring PRF security of a family of functions F and SPRP security of a blockcipher E.

Ideal Models. In this work we will work in ideal models – specifically, the random oracle model or the
ideal cipher model. Fix k, n, m P N (throughout this paper we will treat these parameters as having been
fixed already). We let Fcspk, n, mq be the set of all functions H : t0, 1uk ˆ t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1um and Icspk, nq Ă
Fcspk, n, nq be the set of all functions E : t0, 1uk ˆ t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1un such that EpK, ¨q is a permutation on
t0, 1un . When convenient, we will write HK pxq in place of HpK, xq for H P Fcspk, n, mq. Similarly, we will
write EK pxq for EpK, xq and E´1
K p¨q for the inverse of EK p¨q when E P Icspk, nq. When K “ ε we omit the
subscript to H or E.
In the random oracle model, honest algorithms and the adversary are given oracle access to a randomly
chosen H P Fcspk, n, mq. In the ideal cipher model, they are given oracle access to E and E´1 for E chosen
at random from Icspk, nq. We refer to queries to these oracles as primitive queries and queries to all other
oracles as construction queries.
Function family and pseudorandomness. A function family F is an efficiently computable element of
FcspF.kl, F.il, F.olq. If, furthermore, F P IcspF.kl, F.ilq and F´1 is efficiently computable then we say F is a
blockcipher and let F.bl “ F.il.
If F is a function family (constructed using oracle access to a function H P Fcspk, n, mq), then its security
(in the random oracle model) as a pseudorandom function (PRF) is measured by the game Gprf shown in
Fig. 1. In it, the adversary A attempts to distinguish between a real world (b “ 1) where it is given oracle
access to F with a random key K and an ideal world
(b “ı0) where
access to a random function.
”
” it is given
ı
prf
prf
We define the advantage function Advprf
F pAq “ Pr GF,1 pAq ´ Pr GF,0 pAq .

If E is a blockcipher (constructed using oracle access to a function E P Icspk, nq and its inverse), then its
security (in the ideal cipher model) as a strong pseudorandom permutation (SPRP) is measured by the game
Gsprp shown in Fig. 1. In it, the adversary A attempts to distinguish between a real world (b “ 1) where it
is given oracle access to E, E´1 with a random key K and an ideal world (b
it”is given access
to
” “ 0) where
ı
ı
sprp
sprp
sprp
a random permutation. We define the advantage function AdvF pAq “ Pr GF,1 pAq ´ Pr GF,0 pAq .
In some examples, we will restrict attention to non-adaptive SPRP security. In such cases our attention is
restricted to attackers whose queries to Ev and Inv when relevant are a priori fixed before execution. That
is, A is a non-adaptive attacker which makes at most q classical, non-adaptive queries to Ev, Inv if there
exists M1 , . . . , Mq1 , Yq1 `1 , . . . , Yq P t0, 1un such that A only ever queries Ev on Mi for 1 ď i ď q 1 and Inv on
Yi for q 1 ` 1 ď i ď q. Then we write Advsprp-na pAq in place of Advsprp pAq.
7

Game Gdist
D,b pAq
1
pS, S , P0 , P01 , P1 , P11 , zq Ð$ D
b1 Ð$ ArPb , Pb1 spzq
Return b1 “ 1

Game Gguess
D pAq
pS, S 1 , P0 , P01 , P1 , P11 , zq Ð$ D
i Ð$ t1, . . . , qu
Run ArP0 , P01 s until its i-th query
Measure the input x to this query
If the query is to P0 then
Return x P S
Else (the query is to P01 )
Return x P S 1

Fig. 2. Games used for O2H Theorem 1.

2.1

Quantum Background

We assume the reader has basic familiarity with quantum computation. Quantum computation proceeds by
performing unitary operations on registers which each contain a fixed number of qubits. We sometimes use ˝
to denote composition of unitaries. Additionally, qubits may be measured in the computational basis. We will
typically use the principle of deferred measurements to without loss of generality think of such measurements
as being deferred until the end of computation.
?
transform H acts on a bitstring x P t0, 1un (for some n P N) via H |xy “ 1{ 2n ¨
ř The Hadamard
1
x¨x
|x1 y. Here ¨ denotes inner product modulo 2 and the summation is over x1 P t0, 1un. The
x1 p´1q
Hadamard transform is its own inverse. We sometimes use the notation HX1 ,X2 ,... to denote the Hadamard
transform applied to registers X1 , X2 , . . . .
We make use of the fact that if P is a permutation for which both P and P ´1 can be efficiently implemented classically, then there is a comparable efficient quantumly computable unitary UP which maps according to UP |xy “ |P pxqy for x P t0, 1un . For simplicity, we often write P in place of UP . If f : t0, 1un Ñ t0, 1um
is a function, we define the permutation f r‘spx, yq “ px, f pxq ‘ yq.

One-way to hiding. We will make use of (a slight variant of) a one-way to hiding (O2H) theorem of
Ambainis, Hamburg, and Unruh [3]. The theorem will consider an adversary given oracle access either to
permutations pP0 , P01 q or permutations pP1 , P11 q. It relates the advantage of the adversary in distinguishing
between these two cases to the probability that the adversary can be used to find one of those points on which
P0 differs from P1 or P01 differs from P11 . The result considers a distribution D over pS, S 1 , P0 , P01 , P1 , P11 , zq
where S, S 1 are sets, P0 , P1 are permutations on the same domain, P01 , P11 are permutations on the same
domain, and z P t0, 1u˚ is some auxiliary information. Such a D is valid if P0 pxq “ P1 pxq for all x R S and
A is given
P01 pxq “ P11 pxq for all x R S 1 . Now consider the game Gdist
D,b shown in Fig. 2. In it, an adversary
”
ı
dist
z and tries to determine which of the oracle pairs it has access to. We define AdvD pAq “ Pr Gdist
D,1 pAq ´
”
ı
Pr Gdist
D,0 pAq .

The game Gguess
D pAq in the same figure measures the ability of A to query its oracles on inputs at
which P0 and P1 (or P01 and P11 ) differ. It assumes that the adversary makes at most q oracle queries. The
adversary is halted in its execution on making a random one of these queries and the input to this query is
measured. If the input falls in the appropriate set S or S 1 , then the game returns true. Thus we can roughly
think of this as a game in which A is trying to guess a point on which the two oracles differ. We define
guess
dist
Advguess
D pAq “ PrrGD pAqs, which leads to a bound on AdvD pAq.
Let D be a valid distribution and A be an adversary making at most q oracle
Theorem 1 ([3], Thm.3). a
Advguess
queries. Then Advdist
pAq
ď
2q
D
D pAq.

Our statement of the theorem differs from the result as given in [3] in that we consider arbitrary permutations, rather than permutations of the form f r‘s for some function f , and we provide the attacker
8

with access to two oracles rather than one.7 These are simply notational conveniences to match how we
will be applying the theorem. The proof given in [3] suffices to establish this variant without requiring any
meaningful modifications.
The most natural applications of this theorem would apply it to distributions D for which the guessing
advantage Advguess
D pAq is small for any efficient adversary A. This will indeed be the case for our use of it
in our Theorem 2. However, note that it can also be applied more broadly with a distribution D where it
is not necessarily difficult to guess inputs on which the oracles differ. We will do so at the end of our proof
of Theorem 3. Here we will use a deterministic D so, in particular, the sets S and S 1 are a priori fixed and
not hard to query. The trick we will use to profitably apply the O2H result is to exploit knowledge of the
particular form that A will take (it will be a reduction adversary internally simulating the view of another
adversary) to provide a useful bound on its guessing advantage Advguess
D pAq.

3

The FX Construction

The FX construction (originally introduced by Kilian and Rogaway [20] as a generalization of Rivest’s DESX
construction) is a keylength extension for blockciphers. In this construction, an additional key is used which
is xor-ed with input and the output of the blockcipher.8 Formally, given a blockcipher E P IcspE.kl, E.blq, the
blockcipher FXrEs is defined by FXrEspK1 } K2 , xq “ EK1 px ‘ K2 q ‘ K2 . Here |K1 | “ E.kl and |K2 | “ E.bl so
FXrEs.kl “ E.kl ` E.bl and FXrEs.bl “ E.bl. Its inverse can similarly be computed as FXrEs´1 pK1 } K2 , xq “
E´1
K1 px ‘ K2 q ‘ K2 . Let k “ E.kl and n “ E.bl.
Kilian and Rogaway [19] analyzed the PRP security of FX against classical attacks, showing that
k`n
Advsprp
where q is the number of Ev, Inv queries and p is the number of E, E´1 queries
FX pAq ď 2pq{2
made by A (with E modeled as an ideal cipher). In [24], Leander and May showed a quantum attack against
the FX construction – establishing that the added whitening keys did not provide additionally security. This
attack uses a clever combination of the quantum algorithms of Grover [12] and Simon [29]. It was inspired by
an attack by Kuwakado and Morii [23] showing that the Even-Mansour blockcipher [11] provides no quantum
security. Thus, it seems that FXrEs does not provide meaningfully more security than E against quantum
attackers.
However, the attack of Leander and May requires quantum access to both the FX construction and the
underlying blockcipher E. This raises the question of whether the FX is actually an effective key-length
extension technique in the partially-quantum setting where the adversary performs only classical queries to
the construction oracles. In this section, we approach this question from two directions. First, in Section 3.1
we apply Theorem 1 with a careful representation of the real and ideal worlds to show that FX does indeed
achieve improved security against non-adaptive attacks.
Analyzing the full adaptive security of FX against classical construction queries seems beyond the capabilities of current proof techniques. Accordingly, in Section 3.2, we consider a variant of FX in which a
random oracle is used in place of the ideal cipher and prove its quantum PRF security. Here we apply a
new reduction technique (built on the “sparse” quantum representation of a random function introduced
by Zhandry [35] and Theorem 1, the O2H theorem from Ambainis, Hamburg, and Unruh [3]) to prove that
this serves as an effective key-length extension technique in our setting. It seems likely that our technique
could be extended to the normal FX construction, should an appropriate sparse quantum representation of
random permutations be discovered.
3.1

Security of FX Against Non-Adaptive Attacks

The following theorem bounds the security of the FX construction against non-adaptive attacks (in which
the non-adaptive queries are all classical). This result is proven via a careful use of Theorem 1 in which the
7

8

Their result additionally allows the adversary to make oracle queries in parallel and bounds its advantage in terms
of the “depth” of its oracle queries rather than the total number of queries. We omit this for simplicity.
Technically, the original definition of FX [20] uses distinct keys for xor-ing with the input and the output, but this
would not provide any benefit in our concrete security analysis so we focus on the simplified construction.
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Distribution D
// Step 1: Sample responses to construction queries
For i “ 1, . . . , q 1 do
Yi Ð$ t0, 1un ztY1 , . . . , Yi´1 u
T rMi s Ð Yi ; T ´1 rYi s Ð Mi
For i “ q 1 ` 1, . . . , q do
If T ´1 rYi s ‰ K then Mi Ð T ´1 rYi s
Else Mi Ð$ t0, 1un ztM1 , . . . , Mi´1 u
T rMi s Ð Yi ; T ´1 rYi s Ð Mi
z Ð pT, T ´1 q
// Step 2: Sample f0 as independent ideal cipher
f0 Ð$ Icspk, nq
// Step 3: Reprogram f1 for consistency with construction queries
K1 Ð$ t0, 1uk ; K2 Ð$ t0, 1un
I Ð tMi ‘ K2 : 1 ď i ď qu; O Ð tYi ‘ K2 : 1 ď i ď qu
I 1 Ð tf0´1 pK1 , yq : y P Ou; O1 Ð tf0 pK1 , xq : x P Iu
S “ tpK1 , xq : x P I Y I 1 u; S 1 “ tpK1 , yq : y P O Y O1 u
For pK, xq R S do
f1 pK, xq Ð f0 pK, xq
For i “ 1, . . . , q do
f1 pK1 , Mi ‘ K2 q Ð Yi ‘ K2
For x P I 1 zI do
f1 pK1 , xq Ð$ O1 ztf1 pK1 , xq : x P I Y I 1 , f1 pK1 , xq ‰ Ku
Return pS, S 1 , f0 r‘s, f0´1 r‘s, f1 r‘s, f1´1 r‘s, zq
Fig. 3. Distribution of oracles used in proof of Theorem 2.

distribution D is defined in terms of the non-adaptive queries that the adversary will make and defined so
as to perfectly match the two worlds that A is attempting to distinguish between.
Theorem 2. Let A be a quantum adversary which makes at most q classical, non-adaptive queries to Ev, Inv
and consider FXr¨s with the underlying blockcipher modeled by an ideal cipher drawn from Icspk, nq. Then
b
sprp-na
AdvFX
pAq ď 8p2 q{2k`n ,

where p is the number of quantum oracle queries that A makes to the ideal cipher.

Proof. We will use Theorem 1 to prove this result, so first we define a distribution D. Suppose that
M1 , . . . , Mq1 P t0, 1un are the distinct queries A will make to Ev and Yq1 `1 , . . . , Yq P t0, 1un are the distinct queries that A will make to Inv. The order in which these queries will be made does not matter.
Then we define D as shown in Fig. 3. This distribution is valid (as required for Theorem 1) because G1 is
reprogrammed to differ from G0 by making inputs in S map to different values in S 1 .
We will show that the oracles output by this distribution (described in words momentarily) can be used
to perfectly simulate the views expected by A. In particular, let A1 be an adversary (for Gdist
D ) which runs
A, responding to EvpMi q queries with T rMi s, responding to InvpYi q queries with T ´1 rYi s, and simulating
E, E´1 with its own oracles f”b r‘s, fb´1 r‘s.
When
ı
” A halts
ı with output
” b, this adversary
ı
” halts with
ı the same
sprp
dist
dist
1
1
output. We claim that (i) Pr Gsprp
F,1 pAq “ Pr GD,1 pA q and (ii) Pr GF,0 pAq “ Pr GD,0 pA q . This gives
Advsprp-na pAq “ Advdist pA1 q.
F

D

sprp
Claim (ii) follows by noting that the view of A is identical when run by Gsprp
or by A1 in Gdist
D,0 . In G0 ,
0
its construction queries are answered with the random permutation F . When it is run by A1 in Gdist
D,0 , these
queries are answered with the tables T and T ´1 which can be viewed as having just lazily sampled enough of
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a random permutation to respond to the given queries. In both cases, its primitive oracle is an independently
chosen ideal cipher.
sprp
Claim (i), follows by noting that the view of A is identical when run by Gsprp
or by A1 in Gdist
D,1 . In G1 ,
1
construction queries are answered by the FX construction using the ideal cipher and keys K1 , K2 . In the
distribution, we first sample the responses to the construction queries and then construct the ideal cipher f1
by picking K1 and K2 and setting f1 to equal f0 except for places where we reprogram it to be consistent with
these construction queries. The construction will map Mi to Yi for each i, which means that the condition
f1 pK1 , Mi ‘ K2 q “ Yi ‘ K2 should hold. These inputs and outputs are stored in the sets I and O. The sets
I 1 and O1 store the inputs mapping to O and outputs mapped to I by f0 pK1 , ¨q, respectively. Thus while
making the above condition hold, we additionally reprogram f1 so that elements of I 1 zI map to (random,
non-repeating) elements of O1 zO.
In particular, the uniformity of f0 ensures that the map induced by f1 pK1 , ¨q between t0, 1un zpI Y I 1 q
and t0, 1un zpO Y O1 q is a random bijection. The last for loop samples a random bijection between I 1 zI and
O1 zO. Because there are no biases in which values fall into these two cases among those of t0, 1unzI and
t0, 1un zO, this means the map between these two sets is a uniform bijection as desired. A more detailed
probability analysis of Claim (i) is given in Appendix A.
1
Applying the bound on Advdist
D pA q from Theorem 1 gives us
b
1
AdvFsprp-na pAq ď 2p PrrGguess
D pA qs
so we complete the proof by bounding this probability. Let fw denote the event that the i-th query of A1 in
HD
0 is to f0 and let pK, xq denote the measured value of this query so that
“
‰
“
‰
1
1
Pr Hguess
fw .
D pA q “ Prrfws ¨ PrrpK, xq P S | fws ` Prr fws ¨ Pr pK, xq P S |
A union bound over the different elements of S gives
PrrpK, xq P S | fws ď
`

q
ÿ

j“1
q
ÿ

j“1

PrrK “ K1 ^ x ‘ Mj “ K2 | fws
PrrK “ K1 ^ G0 pK1 , xq ‘ Yj “ K2 | fws.

However, note that the view of A in HD
0 is independent of K1 and K2 so we get that
PrrpK, xq P S | fws ď 2q{2k`n .
Applying analogous analysis to the

fw case gives
“
Pr pK, xq P S 1 |

‰
fw ď 2q{2k`n

”
ı
1
and hence Pr HD
pA
q
ď 2q{2k`n . Plugging this into our earlier inequality gives the stated bound.
0
3.2

\
[

Adaptive Security of FFX

In this section we will prove the security of FFX (a variant of FX using a random oracle in place of the ideal
cipher) against quantum adversaries making strictly classical queries to the construction.
Formally, given a function family F P FcspF.kl, F.il, F.olq, we model the FFX construction by the function
family FFXrFs by FFXrFspK1 } K2 , xq “ FK1 px ‘ K2 q.9 Here |K1 | “ F.kl and |K2 | “ F.il so FFXrFs.kl “
F.kl ` F.il, FFXrFs.il “ F.il, and FFXrFs.ol “ F.ol. Let k “ F.kl, n “ F.il, and m “ F.ol.
9

The outer xor by K2 used in FX is omitted because it is unnecessary for our analysis.
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Theorem 3. Let A be an order consistent quantum adversary which makes classical queries to Ev and
consider FFXr¨s with the underlying function family modeled by a random oracle drawn from Fcspk, n, mq.
Then
c
8pp ` qqpq
prf
AdvFFX pAq ď
,
2k`n
where p is the number of quantum oracle queries that A makes to the random oracle and q is the number of
queries it makes to Ev.
´a
¯
We can reasonably assume that p ą q so the dominant behavior of the above expression is O
p2 q{2k`n .
The proof of this result proceeds via a sequence of hybrids which gradually transition from the real world
of Gprf
FFX to the ideal world. Crucial to this sequence of hybrids are the technique of Zhandry [35] which, by
viewing a space under dual bases, allows one to simulate a random function using a sparse representation
table and to “record” the queries to the function. For the ideal world, we can represent the random oracle
and the random function underlying Ev independently using such sparse representation tables. With some
careful modification, we are also able to represent the real world’s random oracle using a similar pair of sparse
representation tables as if it were two separate functions. However, in this case, the tables will be slightly
non-independent in that if the adversary queries Ev on an input x and the random oracle on pK1 , x ‘ K2 q
then the results of the latter query is stored in the Ev table, rather than the random oracle table. Beyond
this minor consistency check (which we are only able to implement because the queries to Ev are classical
and so can be stored by simulation), the corresponding games are identical. Having done this rewriting, we
can carefully apply Theorem 1 to bound the ability of an adversary to distinguish between the two worlds
by its ability to trigger this consistency check.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, our application of Theorem 1 here is somewhat atypical. Our distribution
over functions D will be deterministic, but we are able to still extract a meaningful bound from this by
taking advantage of our knowledge of the particular behavior of the adversary we apply Theorem 1 with.
Proof. In this proof we will consider a sequence of hybrid games H0 through H9 . Of these games we will
establish the following claims.
”
ı
1. Pr Gprf
FFX,0 pAq “ PrrH0 s “ PrrH1 s “ PrrH2 s “ PrrH3 s
”
ı
2. Pr Gprf
pAq
“ PrrH9 s “ PrrH8 s “ PrrH7 s “ PrrH6 s “ PrrH5 s “ PrrH4 s
FFX,1
a
3. PrrH4 s ´ PrrH3 s ď 8pp ` qqpq{2F.kl`F.il

Combining these claims gives the desired result.
In formally defining our hybrids we write the computation to be performed using the following quantum
registers.
– W : The workspace of A. The adversary’s final output is written into W r1s.
– K: The k-qubit register (representing the function key/index ) A uses when making oracle queries to the
random oracle.
– X: The n-qubit register (representing function inputs) used when making oracle queries to the random
oracle or Ev.
– Y : The m-qubit register (representing function outputs) into which the results of oracle queries are
written.
– H: The 2k`n ¨ m-qubit register which stores the function defining the random oracle (initially via its
truth table).
– F : The 2n ¨ m-qubit register which stores the function defining Ev.
– K1 : The k-qubit register which stores the first key of the construction.
– K2 : The n-qubit register which stores the second key of the construction.
– I: The rlog ps-qubit register which tracks how many Ev queries A has made.
~ “ pX
~ 1 , ..., X
~ p q: The p n-qubit registers used to store the classical queries that A makes to Ev.
– X
12

Games H0 , H1
H Ð$ Fcspk, n, mq
F Ð$ Fcsp0, n, mq
|H, F y Ð |H, Fy
E
k`n
n
¨m
|H, F y Ð H 02
, 02 ¨m

~ Fq
EvpX, Y : I, X,
I Ð I ` 1 mod 2|I|
~I Ð X
~I ‘ X
X
Y Ð F pXq ‘ Y
~ Fq
Return pX, Y : I, X,

Games H2 , H3

~ Fq
FEvpX, Y : I, X,
I Ð I ` 1 mod 2|I|
~I Ð X
~I ‘ X
X
F pXq Ð F pXq ‘ Y
~ Fq
Return pX, Y : I, X,

Run ArEv, Ros
Measure W r1s, H, F
Return W r1s “ 1

k`n ¨m

|H, F y Ð H 02

n ¨m

, 02

RopK, X, Y : Hq
Y Ð HK pXq ‘ Y
Return pK, X, Y : Hq

E

Run ArHY,F ˝ FEv ˝ HY,F , HY,H ˝ FRo ˝ HY,H s
E
k`n
n
¨m
|H, F y Ð 02
, 02 ¨m
Y

Y

Y

Y

Run ArH ˝ FEv ˝ H , H ˝ FRo ˝ H s
|H, F y Ð H |H, F y
Measure W r1s, H, F
Return W r1s “ 1

FRopK, X, Y : Hq
HK pXq Ð HK pXq ‘ Y
Return pK, X, Y : Hq

Fig. 4. Hybrid games H0 through H3 for the proof of Theorem 3 which are equivalent to the ideal world of Gprf
FFX .
Highlighted or boxed code is only included in the correspondingly highlighted or boxed game.

We start by changing our perspective. A quantum algorithm that makes classical queries to Ev can be
modeled by thinking of a quantum algorithm that measures its X register immediately before the query.
(Because the behavior of Ev is completely classical at this point, we do not need to measure the Y register
as well.) Measuring the register X is indistinguishable from using a CNOT operation to copy it into a
~ I that will never again be modified).
separate register (i.e. xor-ing X into the previously empty register X
By incorporating this CNOT operation into the behavior of our hybrid game, we treat A as an attacker that
makes fully quantum queries to its oracles in the hybrid game. We think of A as deferring all of measurements
until the end of its computation. Because all that matters is its final output W r1s we can have the game
measure just that register and assume that A does not internally make any measurements. The principle
of deferred measurement ensures that the various changes discussed here do not change the behavior of A.
This perspective change lets us use purely quantum analysis, rather than mixing quantum and classical.
Claim 1. We start by considering the hybrids H0 through H3 , defined in Fig. 4 which are all identical to
the ideal world of Gprf
FFX . In these transitions we are applying the ideas of Zhandry [35] to transition to
representing the random functions stored in H and F by an all zeros table which is updated whenever the
adversary makes a query.
”
ı
prf
The hybrid H0 is mostly just Gprf
FFX rewritten to use the registers indicated above. So Pr GFFX,0 pAq “

PrrH0 s holds.
Next consider H1 which differs from H0 only in the grey highlighted code which initializes H and F
in the uniform superposition and then measures them at the end of execution. (Recall that the Hadamard
transform applied to the all zeros state gives the uniform superposition.) Note that these register control, but
are unaffected by the oracles Ev and Ro. Because they are never modified while A is executing, the principle
of deferred measurement tells us that this modification is undetectable by A, giving PrrH0 s “ PrrH1 s
Next consider H2 which contains the boxed, but not the highlighted, code. This game uses the oracles FEv
and FRo, the Fourier versions of Ev and Ro, which xor the Y value of A’s query into the the register F or H.
Note that A’s access to these oracles is mitigated by HY,F on each query. The superscript here indicate that
13

Games H9 , H8
H Ð$ Fcspk, n, mq
K1 Ð$ t0, 1uk
K2 Ð$ t0, 1un
|H, K1 , K2 y Ð |H, K1 , K2 y
k`n

¨m
|H, K1 , K2 y Ð H 02
, 0k , 0n
Run ArEv, Ros
Measure W r1s, H, K1 , K2
Return W r1s “ 1

~ K1 , K2 q
EvpX, Y : H, I, X,
I Ð I ` 1 mod 2|I|
~I Ð X
~I ‘ X
X
Y Ð HK1 pX ‘ K2 q ‘ Y
~ K1 , K2 q
Return pX, Y : H, I, X,

E

RopK, X, Y : Hq
Y Ð HK pXq ‘ Y
Return pK, X, Y : Hq

~ K1 , K2 q
FEvpX, Y : H, I, X,
|I|
I Ð I ` 1 mod 2
~I Ð X
~I ‘ X
X
HK1 pX ‘ K2 q Ð HK1 pX ‘ K2 q ‘ Y
~ K1 , K2 q
Return pX, Y : H, I, X,

Games H7 , H6
k`n

|H, K1 , K2 y Ð H 02

¨m

O Ð HY,H ˝ FEv ˝ HY,H

, 0k , 0n

E

O1 Ð HY,H ˝ FRo ˝ HY,H
Run ArO, O1 s
|K1 , K2 y Ð H 0Ek , 0n
k`n
¨m
|Hy Ð 02

FRopK, X, Y : Hq
HK pXq Ð HK pXq ‘ Y
Return pK, X, Y : Hq

D

Run ArHY ˝ FEv ˝ HY , HY ˝ FRo ˝ HY s
|Hy Ð H |Hy
Measure W r1s, H, K1 , K2
Return W r1s “ 1
Fig. 5. Hybrid games H9 through H6 for the proof of Theorem 3 which are equivalent to the real world of Gprf
FFX .
Highlighted or boxed code is only included in the correspondingly highlighted or boxed game.

the Hadamard transform is being applied to the registers Y and F . We have that HY,F ˝ FEv ˝ HY,F “ Ev
and HY,H ˝ FRo ˝ HY,H “ Ro both hold.10 So PrrH1 s “ PrrH2 s because the adversary’s oracles are identical.
Next consider H3 which contains the highlighted, but not the boxed, code. For this transition, recall that
H ˝ H is the identity operator. So to transition to this game we can cancel the H operator used to initialize H
with the HH operator applied before A’s first FRo oracle query. Similarly, we can cancel the HH operation
performed after any (non-final) FRo query with the HH operation performed before the next FRo query.
Finally, the HH operation that would be performed after the final FRo query is instead delayed to be
performed immediately before H is measured. (We could have omitted this operation and measurement
entirely because all that matters at that point is the measurement of W r1s.) The H operators on F are
similarly changed. Because A does not have access to the H and F registers, we can indeed commute the H
operators with A in this manner without changing behavior. Hence PrrH2 s “ PrrH3 s, as desired. Note that H
and F independently store tables which are initialized to all zeros and then written into by the adversary’s
queries.
Claim 2. We now consider the hybrids H4 through H9 (starting from H9 ), which are defined in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 using similar ideas as in the transition from H0 through H3 . As we will justify, these games are all
equivalent to the real world of Gprf
FFX .
~
First H9 rewrote the real world of Gprf
FFX to use our specified registers and to record queries into X in Ev.
Then in H8 , rather than sampling H, K1 , and K2 uniformly at the beginning of the game we put them in
the uniform superposition and measure them at the end of the game. For H7 we replace our oracles that xor
10

1
This follows as a consequence of the following. Let U‘ and U‘
be the unitaries which for y, z P t0, 1u are defined
1
1
by U‘ |y, zy “ |y ‘ z, zy and U‘ |y, zy “ |y, y ‘ zy. Then H ˝ U‘ ˝ H “ U‘
.
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~ K1 , K2 q
FEvpX, Y : H, I, X,
|I|
I Ð I ` 1 mod 2
~I Ð X
~I ‘ X
X
HK1 pX ‘ K2 q Ð HK1 pX ‘ K2 q ‘ Y
~ K1 , K2 q
Return pX, Y : H, I, X,

Games H5 , H4

D
|K1 , K2 y Ð H 0k , 0n
k`n

|H, F y Ð 02

¨m

n

, 02

¨m

E

O Ð HY ˝ T ˝ FEv ˝ T ˝ HY
O1 Ð HY ˝ T ˝ FRo ˝ T ˝ HY
1

Run ArO, O s
Run ArHY ˝ FEv1E˝ HY , HY ˝ FRo1 ˝ HY s E
~ K1 , K2 Ð T H, F, I, X,
~ K1 , K2
H, F, I, X,
|Hy Ð H |Hy
Measure W r1s, H, K1 , K2
Return W r1s “ 1
~ K1 , K2 q
FRo1 pK, X, Y : H, F, I, X,

~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u then
If K “ K1 and X ‘ K2 P tX
// Input is bad
F pX ‘ K2 q Ð F pX ‘ K2 q ‘ Y
Else
HK pXq Ð HK pXq ‘ Y
~ K1 , K2 q
Return pK, X, Y : H, F, I, X,

FRopK, X, Y : Hq
HK pXq Ð HK pXq ‘ Y
Return pK, X, Y : Hq

~ K1 , K2 q
FEv1 pX, Y : H, F, I, X,
|I|
I Ð I ` 1 mod 2
~I Ð X
~I ‘ X
X
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I´1 uq
bool1 Ð pX R tX
bool2 Ð pHK1 pX ‘ K2 q ‰ 0m q
bool3 Ð pF pXq ‰ 0m q
If bool1 and (bool2 or bool3 ) then
// Input is bad
F 1 pXq Ð F pXq
F pXq Ð HK1 pX ‘ K2 q
HK1 pX ‘ K2 q Ð F 1 pXq
F pXq Ð F pXq ‘ Y
~ K1 , K2 q
Return pX, Y : H, I, X,

Fig. 6. Hybrid games H5 and H4 for the proof of Theorem 3 which are equivalent to the real world of Gprf
FFX . Highlighted
or boxed code is only included in the correspondingly highlighted or boxed game. Unitary T is define in the text.

into the adversary’s Y register with oracles that xor into the H register using Hadamard operations, some
of which we then cancel out to transition to H6 . The same arguments from
” Claim 1ı of why these sorts of
modifications do not change the behavior of the game apply here and so Pr Gprf
FFX,1 pAq “ PrrH9 s “ PrrH8 s “

PrrH7 s “ PrrH6 s.
Our next transitions are designed to make the current game’s oracles identical with those of H3 , except
on some “bad” inputs. In H6 we have a single all zeros table H which gets written into by queries that A
makes to either of its oracles, while in H3 the oracles separately wrote into either H or F . For H5 we will
similarly separate the single table H into separate tables H and F . However, we cannot keep them completely
independent, because if the adversary queries FEv with X “ x and FRo with pK, Xq “ pK1 , x ‘ K2 q then
both of these operations would be writing into the same table location in H6 . Consider the following unitary
~ K1 , and K2 . We will think of this
T which acts on registers H and F and is controlled by the registers I, X,
unitary as transitioning us between a representation of H as a single table (with an all-zero F table) and a
representation of it divided between H and F .
~ K1 , K2 q
T pH, F, I, X,
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u do
For x P tX
F 1 pxq Ð F pxq
F pxq Ð HK1 px ‘ K2 q
HK1 px ‘ K2 q Ð F 1 pxq
~ K1 , K2 q
Return pH, F, I, X,

In words, T swaps F pxq and HK1 px ‘ K2 q for each x that has been previous queried to FEv (as stored by
~ and I). Note that T is its own inverse. In H5 we (i) initialize the table F as all zeros, (ii) perform T
X
before and after each oracle query, and (iii) perform T after A has executed. We verify that H has the same
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value in H5 that it would have had in H6 during each oracle query and at the end before measurement. The
application of T before the first oracle query does nothing (because I “ 0) so H is all zeros for this query
as required. As we’ve seen previously with H, we can commute T with the operations of A because T only
acts on registers outside of the adversary’s control. We can similarly commute T with HY . Hence the T
operation after every non-final oracle query can be seen to cancel with the T operation before the following
oracle query. The T operation after the final oracle query cancels with the T operation performed after A
halts execution. Hence, PrrH6 s “ PrrH5 s as claimed.
For the transition to H4 let us dig into how our two-table representation in H5 works so that we can
r
incorporate the behavior of T directly into the oracles. For simplicity of notation in discussion, let Hpxq
denote HK1 px ‘ K2 q. First note that in between oracle queries the two tables representation of H5 will satisfy
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u we will have Hpxq
r
the property that for each x P tX
“ 0F.ol and for all other x we will have that
F.ol 11
F pxq “ 0 . This is the case because after each query we have applied T to an H which contains the same
values it would have in H6 and an F which is all zeros.
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u, then F pXq
Now consider when a T ˝ FEv˝ T query is executed with some X and Y . If X P tX
r
r
r
and HpXq are swapped, Y is xored into HpXq, then finally F pXq and HpXq are swapped back. Equivalently,
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u, then Y is
we could have xored Y directly into F pXq and skipped the swapping around. If X R tX
F.ol
r
r
r
xored into HpXq
before F pXq and HpXq
are swapped. If HpXq
“0
beforehand, then we could equivalently
have xored Y directly into F pXq and skipped the swapping around (because F pXq “ 0F.ol must have held
r
from our assumption on X). If HpXq
‰ 0F.ol beforehand, then we could equivalently could have swapped
r
HpXq and F pXq first, then xored Y into F pXq. The equivalent behavior we described is exactly the behavior
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u (bool1 )
captured by the oracle FEv1 which is used in H4 in place of T ˝FEv˝T . It checks if X R tX
r
and HpXq
‰ 0m (bool2 ), performing a swap if so. Then Y is xored into F pXq. A swap is also performed
~
~ I´1 u and F pXq ‰ 0m , however this case is impossible from our earlier observation that
if X R tX1 , . . . , X
m
~ This second case was added only to ensure that FEv1 is a permutation.
F pxq “ 0 when X is not in X.
Similarly, consider when a T ˝ FRo ˝ T query is executed with some K, X, Y . Any swapping done by T
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u, then HK pXq is
uses HK1 , so when K ‰ K1 this just xors Y into HK pXq. If X ‘ K2 is not in tX
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u,
unaffected by the swapping so again this just xors Y into HK pXq. When K “ K1 and X ‘K2 P tX
first HK pXq would have been swapped with F pX ‘ K2 q, then Y would be xored into HK pXq, then HK pXq
and F pX ‘ K2 q would be swapped back. Equivalently, we could just have xored Y into F pX ‘ K2 q and
skipped the swapping. This behavior we described is exactly the behavior captured by the oracle FRo1
which is used in H4 in place of T ˝ FRo ˝ T .
We have just described that on the inputs we care about FEv1 behaves identically to T ˝ FEv ˝ T and
FRo1 behaves identically to T ˝ FRo ˝ T . Hence PrrH5 s “ PrrH4 s, completing this claim.

Claim 3. To compare hybrids H3 and H4 we will note their oracles only differ on a small number of inputs (in
particular those labelled as bad by comments in our code) and then apply Theorem 1 to bound the difference
r 3 and H
r 4 in Fig. 7. For both we have removed
between them. To aid in this we have rewritten them as H
some operations performed after A halted its execution for cleanliness because these operations
ı registers
” on
r 3 “ PrrH3 s
other than W r1s cannot affect the probability that it is measured to equal 1. So we have Pr H
” ı
r 4 “ PrrH4 s.
and Pr H
r 3 . Define FEv4 and FRo4
Let FEv3 and FRo3 be the permutations defining the corresponding oracle in H
analogously. These permutations differ only on the inputs we referred to as bad. So let S denote the set of
~ K1 , K2 for FEv (i.e. those for which bool1 and either bool2 or bool3 hold). Let S 1 denote
bad X, H, F, I, X,
~ K1 , K2 for FRo (i.e. those for which K “ K1 and X ‘ K P tX
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u).
the set of bad K, X, H, F, I, X,
1
Let D denote the distribution which always outputs pS, S , FEv3 , FRo3 , FEv4 , FRo4 , εq. Clearly this is a
valid distribution for Theorem 1 by our choice of S and S 1 .
r
Now we can define an adversary A1 for Gdist
D,b which simulates the view of A in H3`b by locally running
the code of that hybrid except for during oracle queries when it uses its fb oracle to simulate FEv and fb1

11

More precisely, the corresponding registers hold superpositions over tables satisfying the properties we discuss.
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r3 , H
r4
Games H

n

¨m

, 02

|K1 , K2 y Ð H 0 , 0
k`n

|H, F y Ð 02

D

k

n

¨m

~ K1 , K2 q
FEvpX, Y : H, F, I, X,
|I|
I Ð I ` 1 mod 2
~I Ð X
~I ‘ X
X
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I´1 uq
bool1 Ð pX R tX
bool2 Ð pHK1 pX ‘ K2 q ‰ 0m q
bool3 Ð pF pXq ‰ 0m q
If bool1 and (bool2 or bool3 )
// Input is bad
F 1 pXq Ð F pXq
F pXq Ð HK1 pX ‘ K2 q
HK1 pX ‘ K2 q Ð F 1 pXq
F pXq Ð F pXq ‘ Y
~ K1 , K2 q
Return pX, Y : H, I, X,

E

Run ArHY ˝ FEv ˝ HY , HY ˝ FRo ˝ HY s
Measure W r1s
Return W r1s “ 1
~ K1 , K2 q
FRopK, X, Y : H, F, I, X,
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I u then
If K “ K1 and X ‘ K2 P tX
// Input is bad
F pX ‘ K2 q Ð F pX ‘ K2 q ‘ Y
HK pXq Ð HK pXq ‘ Y
Else
HK pXq Ð HK pXq ‘ Y
~ K1 , K2 q
Return pK, X, Y : H, F, I, X,

r 3 and H
r 4 for the proof of Theorem 3 which are rewritten versions of H3 and H4 to emphasize
Fig. 7. Hybrid games H
that their oracles are identical-until-bad. Highlighted or boxed code is only included in the correspondingly highlighted
or boxed game.

oracle to simulate FRo. Because the simulation of these views are perfect we have that
b
” ı
” ı
r 4 “ Advdist pA1 q ď 2pp ` qq Advguess pA1 q
r 3 ´ Pr H
Pr H
D
D

where the inequality follows from Theorem 1, noting that A1 makes p ` q oracle queries.
1
To complete the proof we bound Advguess
D pA q. In the following probability calculation we use x and i to
denote random variables taking on the values the corresponding variables have at the end of an execution
1
of Gguess
D pAq. Let S denote a random variable which equals S if the measured query is to f0 and equals S
otherwise. Then conditioning over each possible value of i gives
1
Advguess
D pA q “ Prrx P Ss “

p`q
ÿ

j“1

Prrx P S | i “ jsPrri “ js
´1

“ pp ` qq

p`q
ÿ
j“1

Prrx P S | i “ js.

Because A is order consistent we can pick disjoint sets E and R with E Y R “ t1, . . . , p ` qu such that
i P E means the i-th query is to A’s FEv oracle and i P R means that the i-th query is to its FRo oracle.
r 3 so, in
Note that |E| “ q and |R| “ p. The view of A (when run by A1 ) in Gguess
matches its view in H
D
particular, it is independent of K1 and K2 . Hence we can think of these keys being chosen at random at the
end of execution when analyzing the probability of x P S.
~ 1, . . . , X ‘ X
~ I u. The variable
For a FRo query, the check for bad inputs is if K1 “ K and K2 P tX ‘ X
I is counting the number of FEv queries made so far, so I ă q. By a union bound,
“
‰
Pr x P S 1 | i “ j ď q{2F.kl`F.il

when j P R.
~ 1, . . . , X
~ I´1 u and HK1 pX ‘ K2 q is non-zero.12 In
For a FEv query, the check for bad inputs is if X R tX
r 3 , each query to FRo can make a single entry of H non-zero so it will never have more than p non-zero
H

12

~ 1, . . . , X
~ I´1 u and F pXq is non-zero, will never occur.
Note that the other bad inputs, for which X R tX
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entries. By a union bound,
Prrx P S | i “ js ď p{2F.kl`F.il

when j P E.
The proof is then completed by noting
p`q
ÿ

j“1

Prrx P S | i “ js “

ÿ

jPR

“
‰ ÿ
Pr x P S 1 | i “ j `
Prrx P S | i “ js
jPE

ď ppq{2F.kl`F.il q ` qpp{2F.kl`F.il q “ 2pq{2F.kl`F.il
\
[

and plugging in to our earlier expression.

4

Double Encryption

In this section we prove the security of the double encryption key-length extension technique against fully
quantum attacks. Our proof first reduces this to the ability of a quantum algorithm to solve the list disjointness problem and then extends known query lower bounds for element distinctness to list disjointness (with
some modifications).
The double encryption blockcipher is constructed via two sequential application of an underlying blockcipher. Formally, given a blockcipher E P IcspE.kl, E.blq, we define the double encryption blockcipher DErEs
by DErEspK1 } K2 , xq “ EK2 pEK1 pxqq. Here |K1 | “ |K2 | “ E.kl so DErEs.kl “ 2E.kl and DErEs.bl “ E.bl. Its
´1
inverse can be computed as DErEs´1 pK1 } K2 , xq “ E´1
K1 pEK2 pxqq.
Classically, the meet-in-the-middle attack [10,26] shows that this construction achieves essentially the
same security a single encryption. In the quantum setting, this construction was recently considered by
Kaplan [16]. They gave an attack and matching security bound for the key-recovery security of double
encryption. This leaves the question of whether their security result can be extended to cover full SPRP
security, which we resolve by the main theorem of this section. This theorem is proven via a reduction
technique of Tessaro and Thiruvengadam [31] which they used to establish a (classical) time-memory tradeoff
for the security of double encryption, by reducing its security to the list disjointness problem and conjecturing
a time-memory tradeoff for that problem.
Problems and languages. In addition to the list disjointness problem (1LD), we will also consider two
versions of the element distinctness problem (ED, 1ED). In general, a problem PB specifies a relation R on set
on instances I (i.e. R is function which maps an instance L P I and witness w to a decision RpL, wq P t0, 1u).
This relation induces a language L “ tL P I : Dw, RpL, wq “ 1u. Rather than think of instances as bit strings,
we will think of them as functions (to which decision and search algorithms are given oracle access). To restrict
attention to functions of specific sizes we let LpD, Rq “ L X IpD, Rq where IpD, Rq denotes the restriction
of I to functions L : rDs Ñ rRs, where D ď R. To discuss instances not in the language we let L1 “ IzL
and L1 pD, Rq “ IpD, RqzL.
Problems have decision and search versions. The goal of a decision algorithm is to output 1 (representing
“acceptance”) on instances in the language and 0 (representing “rejection”) otherwise. Relevant quantities
are the minimum probability P 1 of accepting an instance in the language, the maximum probability P 0 of
accepting an instance not in the language, and the error rater E which are formally defined by
1
PD,R
pAq “

min

LPLpD,Rq

0
PrrArLs “ 1s, PD,R
pAq “

max

LPL1 pD,Rq

PrrArLs “ 1s

0
1
ED,R pAq “ maxt1 ´ PD,R
pAq, PD,R
pAqu.
1
0
We define the decision PB advantage of A by AdvPB
D,R pAq “ PD,R pAq ´ PD,R pAq. In non-cryptographic
contexts, instead of looking at the difference in probability that inputs that are in or out of the language are
PB-d
accepted, one often looks at how far these are each from 1{2. This motivates the definition AdvD,R
pAq “
1
0
mint2PD,R pAq ´ 1, 1 ´ 2PD,R pAqu “ 1 ´ 2ED,R pAq.
The goal of a search algorithm is to output a witness for the instance. We define its advantage to be the
PB-s
minimum probability it succeeds, i.e., AdvD,R
pAq “ minLPLpD,Rq PrrRpL, ArLsq “ 1s.
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Problem
Witness
Promise
ED
x ‰ y s.t. Lpxq “ Lpyq
1ED x ‰ y s.t. Lpxq “ Lpyq
At most one witness.
1LD x, y s.t. L0 pxq “ L1 pyq At most one witness. Injective L0 , L1 .
Fig. 8. Summary of the element distinctness and list disjointness problems we consider.

Example problems. The list disjointness problem asks how well an algorithm can distinguish between the
case that is give (oracle access to) two lists which are disjoint or have one element in common. In particular,
we interpret an instance L as the two functions L0 , L1 : rtD{2us Ñ rRs defined by Lb pxq “ Lpx ` btD{2uq.
Let Sn denote the set of L for which L0 and L1 are injective and which have n elements in common, i.e. for
which |tL0 p1q, . . . , L0 ptD{2uqu X tL1 p1q, . . . , L1 ptD{2uqu| “ n. Then 1LD is defined by the relation R which
on input pL, px, yqq returns 1 iff L0 pxq “ L1 pyq and the instance set I “ S0 Y S1 (i.e., the promise that there
is at most one element in common and that the lists are individually injective). The search version of list
disjointness is sometimes referred to as claw-finding.
The element distinctness problem asks how well an algorithm can detect whether all the elements in
a list are distinct. Let Sn1 denote the set of L which have n collision pairs, i.e. for which |ttx, yu : x ‰
y, Lpxq “ Lpyqu| “ n. Then ED is definedŤby the relation R which on input pL, px, yqq returns 1 iff x ‰ y and
1
Lpxq “ Lpyq with the instance set I “ 8
n“0 Sn consisting of all functions. We let 1ED denote restricting
1
1
ED to I “ S0 Y S1 (i.e., the promise that there is at most one repetition in the list).
4.1

Security result

The following theorem shows that an attacker achieving constant advantage must make Ωp22k{3 q oracle
queries (ignoring log terms). Our bound is not tight for a lower parameter regimes, though future work may
establish better bounds for list disjointness in these regimes.
Theorem 4. Consider DEr¨s with the underlying blockcipher modeled by an ideal cipher drawn from Icspk, nq.
Let A be a quantum adversary which makes at most q queries to the ideal cipher. Then
b
6
pq ¨ k lg kq3 {22k ` 1{2k .
Advsprp
DE pAq ď 11

As mentioned earlier, our proof works by first reducing the security of double encryption against quantum
queries to the security of the list disjointness problem against quantum queries. This is captured in the
following theorem which we prove now.

Theorem 5. Consider DEr¨s with the underlying blockcipher modeled by an ideal cipher drawn from Icspk, nq.
Let A be a quantum adversary which makes at most q queries to the ideal cipher. Then for any R ě 2k we
can construct A1 making at most q oracle queries such that
1LD-d
1
k
Advsprp
DE pAq ď Adv2k ,R pA q ` 1{2 .

We state and prove a bound on Adv1LD-d in Section 4.2. Our proof applies the same reduction technique
as Tessaro and Thiruvengadam [31], we are verifying that it works quantumly as well.
Proof. For b P t0, 1u, let Hb be defined to be identical to Gsprp
DE,b except that K2 is chosen uniformly from
k
k
t0, 1u ztK1 u rather than from t0, 1u . This has no effect when b “ 0 because the keys are not used, so
k
PrrGsprp
DE,0 pAqs “ PrrH0 s. When b “ 1 there was only a 1{2 chance that K2 would have equalled K1 so
sprp
k
PrrGDE,1 pAqs ď PrrH1 s ` 1{2 .
Now we define a decision algorithm A1 for 1LD which uses its input lists to simulate a view for A. When
the lists are disjoint A’s view will perfectly match that of H0 and when the lists have exactly one element in
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Adversary A1 rLs
ρ Ð$ Icsp0, kq
π Ð$ Icsp0, nq
F Ð$ Icsprlg Rs, nq
b1 Ð$ Arπ, π ´1 , Ic, Invs
Return b1

IcpK, X, Y : ρ, π, F q
pi, jq Ð ρpKq
If i “ 0 then
Y Ð Y ‘ FL0 pjq pXq
Else
pXqq
Y Ð Y ‘ πpFL´1
1 pjq
Return pK, X, Y : ρ, π, F q

InvpK, X, Y : ρ, π, F q
pi, jq Ð ρpKq
If i “ 0 then
pXq
Y Ð Y ‘ FL´1
0 pjq
Else
Y Ð Y ‘ FL1 pjq pπ ´1 pXqq
Return pK, X, Y : ρ, π, F q

Fig. 9. Reduction adversary used in proof of Theorem 5.

”
ı
common A’s view will perfectly match that of H1 . Hence we have PrrH1 s “ minpL,L1 qPLκ,k1 Pr Gld
L,L1 pAq and
1
”
ı
ld
1
PrrH0 s “ maxpL,L1 qPLκ,k1 Pr Gld
pAq
,
so
PrrH
s
´
PrrH
s
“
Adv
pA
q
which
gives
the
claimed bound.
1
k
1
1
0
L,L
2 ,k
0

The adversary A1 is defined in Fig. 9. It samples a permutation ρ on t0, 1uk , a permutation π on t0, 1un ,
and a cipher F . The permutation ρ is used to provide a random map from the keys K P t0, 1uk to the
elements of the lists L0 and L1 . We will interpret ρpKq as a tuple pi, jq with i P t0, 1u and j P r2k {2s. Then
K gets mapped to Li pjq. Therefore either none of the keys map to the same element or a single pair of them
maps to the same element.
Adversary A’s queries to Ev and Inv are answered using π and π ´1 . Its queries to the ideal cipher are more
complicated and are handled by the oracles Ic and Inv. We can verify that these oracles define permutations
on bitstring inputs, so A1 is a well defined quantum adversary. Consider a key K and interpret ρpKq as a
tuple pi, jq as described above. If i “ 0, then ideal cipher queries for it are answered as if EK p¨q “ FL0 pjq p¨q.
If i “ 1, then ideal cipher queries for it are answered as if EK p¨q “ πpFL´1
p¨qq.13 If the list element K is
1 pjq
not mapped to by any other keys, then the indexing into F ensures that EK p¨q is independent of π and EK 1
for all other K 1 . If K and K 1 map to the same list element (and i “ 0 for K), then EK p¨q and E1K p¨q are
random permutations conditioned on E1K pEK p¨qq “ πp¨q and independent of all other EK 2 p¨q.
In H0 , the permutation of Ev and Inv is independent of each EK p¨q which are themselves independent of
each other. So this perfectly matches the view presented to A by A1 when the lists are disjoint. In H1 , each
EK p¨q is pairwise independent and the permutation of Ev and Inv is defined to equal EK2 pEK1 p¨qq. This
perfectly matches the view presented to A by A1 when the lists have one element in common because we
can think of it as just having changed the order in which the permutations EK2 pEK1 p¨qq, EK1 p¨q, and EK2 p¨q
were sampled.
\
[
4.2

The Hardness of List Disjointness

If A is an algorithm making at most q classical oracle queries, then it is not hard to prove that Adv1LD
D,R pAq ď
q{D. If, instead, A makes as most q quantum oracle queries, the correct bound is less straightforward. In
this section, we will prove the following result.
Theorem 6. If A is a quantum algorithm making at most q queries to its oracle and D ě 32 is a power of
2, then
a
6
pq ¨ lg D ¨ lg lg Dq3 {D2 .
Adv1LD
D,3D2 pAq ď 11

We restrict attention to the case that D is a power of 2 only for notational simplicity in the proof. Essentially
the same bound for more general D follows from the same techniques.
Ambanis’s OpN 2{3 q query algorithm for element distinctness [2] can be used to solve list disjointness and
hence shows this is tight (up to logarithmic factors) for attackers achieving constant advantage. The sixth
root degrades the quality of the bound for lower parameter regimes. An interesting question we leave open
is whether this could be proven without the sixth root or the logarithmic factors.

13

When using output of L as keys for F we are identifying the elements of rRs with elements of t0, 1urlg Rs in the
standard manner.
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Proof sketch. The starting point for our reduction is that ΩpN 2{3 q lower bounds are known both the
search and decision versions of ED [1,34].14 By slightly modifying Zhandry’s [34] technique for proving this,
we instead get a bound on the hardness of 1ED-s. Next, a simple reduction (split the list in half at random)
shows that 1LD-s is as hard as 1ED-s.
Then a “binary search” style reduction shows that 1LD-d is as hard as 1LD-s. In the reduction, the 1LD-s
algorithm repeatedly splits its lists in half and uses the 1LD-d algorithm to determine which pair of lists
contains the non-disjoint entries. However, we need our reduction to work by running the 1LD-d algorithm
on a particular fixed size of list (the particular size we showed 1LD-d is hard for) rather than running it on
numerous shrinking sizes. We achieve this by padding the lists with random elements. The choice of R “ 3D2
was made so that with good probability these random elements do not overlap with the actual list. This
padding adds the lg D term to our bound.
Finally a generic technique allows us to relate the hardness of 1LD and 1LD-d. Given an algorithm with
high 1LD advantage we can run it multiple times to get a precise estimate of how frequently it is outputting
1 and use that to determine what we want to output. This last step is the primary cause of the sixth root
in our bound; it required running the 1LD algorithm on the order of 1{δ 2 times to get a precise enough
estimate, where δ is the advantage of the 1LD algorithm. This squaring of δ in the query complexity of our
1LD-d algorithm (together with the fact that the query complexity is cubed in our 1ED-s bound) ultimately
causes the sixth root.
Constituent lemmas. In the rest of the section we will state and prove lemmas corresponding to each of
the step of the proof described above. In Section 4.3 we apply them one at a time to obtain the specific
bound claimed by Theorem 6.
Lemma 1 (1ED-s is hard). If A1ED-s is a quantum algorithm for 1ED-s making at most q queries to its
-s
3
2
oracle and D ě 32, then AdvED
D,3D2 pA1ED-s q ď 9 ¨ pq ` 2q {D .
Proof. In [34], Zhandry shows that no Q-query algorithm can distinguish between a random function and a
random injective function with domain rDs and codomain rRs with advantage better than pπ 2 {3qQ3 {R, as
long as D ď R. We could build a distinguisher B that on input L : rDs Ñ rRs runs px, yq Ð ArLs. If px, yq
is a collision (i.e., x ‰ y and Lpxq “ Lpxq), then B outputs 1. It checks this by making two additional L
queries, so Q “ q ` 2. Otherwise it outputs zero. Clearly, px, yq cannot be a collision when L is an injection
so it will always output zero. Hence, if 1coll denotes the event that L contains exactly one collision we obtain
a bound of
ED-s
2
3
Prr1colls ¨ AdvD,3D
(1)
2 pA1ED-s q ď pπ {3qpq ` 2q {R.
` ˘
It remains to lower bound Prr1colls. Note there are D
2 possible pairs of inputs that could be collisions.
Each pair has a 1{R chance of colliding. By a union bound, the probability any other input has the same
output as the collision is at most pD ´ 2q{R, so there is at least a 1 ´ pD ´ 2q{R probability this does not
occur. Given the above there are pD ´ 2q inputs sampled
`
˘ from R ´ 1 possible values, so by a union bound
the probability none of them collide is at least 1 ´ D´2
{pR ´ 1q. This gives
2
ˆ
˙ ˆ
˙
DpD ´ 1q
D´2
pD ´ 2qpD ´ 3q
Prr1colls ě
¨ 1´
¨ 1´
.
2R
R
2pR ´ 1q

Now setting R “ 3D2 and applying simple bounds (e.g. D ´ 2 ă D ´ 1 ă D and pD ´ 3q{pR´ 1q ă pD ´ 2q{R)
gives,
ˆ
˙ ˆ
˙
1
1
p1 ´ 1{Dq
¨ 1´
¨ 1´
Prr1colls ě
6
3D
6
Plugging this lower bound into equation 1, re-arranging, applying the bound D ě 32, and rounding up to
ED-s
3
3
the nearest whole number gives the claimed bound AdvD,3D
[
\
2 pA1ED-s q ď 9pq ` 2q {D .
14

In the proof we actually work with the advantage upper bounds, rather than the corresponding query lower bounds.
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Algorithm A1LD-s rL0 , L1 s
L1 Ð$ InjpD, Rq; L10 } L11 Ð L
i Ð 0; L00 Ð L0 ; L01 Ð L1
Repeat
i Ð i`1
L0,l } L0,r Ð L0i´1
L1,l } L1,r Ð L1i´1
pj ˚ , k˚ q Ð pr, rq
For pj, kq P tpl, lq, pl, rq, pr, lqu do
// f ˝ gpxq “ f pxq for x P Dompf q else gpxq
b Ð$ A1LD-d rL0,j ˝ L10 , L1,k ˝ L11 s
If b “ 1 then pj ˚ , k˚ q Ð pj, kq
Li0 Ð L0,j ˚ ; Li1 Ð L1,k˚
Until |DompLi0 q| “ |DompLi1 q| “ 1
Pick px, yq P DompLi0 q ˆ DompLi1 q
Return px, yq
Fig. 10. Reduction algorithm A1LD-s for Lemma 3. For notational convenience we write the two lists as separate
input, rather than combined into a single list.

Lemma 2 (1ED-s hard ñ 1LD-s hard). Let D be even. If A1LD-s is a quantum algorithm for 1LD-s
making at most q queries to its oracle, then there is an algorithm A1ED-s (described in the proof ) such that
1LD-s
-s
AdvD,R
pA1LD-s q ď 2Adv1ED
D,R pA1ED-s q. Algorithm A1ED-s makes at most q queries to its oracle.
Proof. On input a list L : rDs Ñ rRs, the algorithm A1ED-s will pick a random permutation π : rDs Ñ rDs.
It runs A1LD-s rL ˝ πs and then, on receiving output px, yq P rD{2s2, returns pπ ´1 pxq, π ´1 py ` D{2qq. The
permutation π serves the role of splitting L into two sublists for A1LD-s at random. As long as the original
collision of L doesn’t end up being put into the same sublist (which has probability less than 1{2), A1LD-s
will be run on a valid 1LD-s instance and A1ED-s will succeed whenever A1LD-s does. The claim follows. [
\
Lemma 3 (1LD-s hard ñ 1LD-d hard). Let D be a power of two. If A1LD is a quantum algorithm for
1LD making at most q queries to its oracle, then there is an 1LD-s algorithm A1LD-s (described in the proof )
such that
-s
1LD-d
2
Adv1LD
D,R pA1LD-s q ě 1 ´ D {R ´ 1.5plg D ´ 2qp1 ´ AdvD,R pA1LD-d qq.
Algorithm A1LD-s makes at most 3q lg D queries to its oracle.
-d
This theorem’s bound is vacuous if Adv1LD
D,R pA1LD-d q is too small. When applying the result we will have
obtained A1LD-d by amplifying the advantage of another adversary to ensure it is sufficiently large.
Proof. The algorithm A1LD-s is given in Fig. 10. The intuition behind this algorithm is as follows. It wants
to use the decision algorithm A1LD-d to perform a binary search to find the overlap between L0 and L0 . It
runs for lg D{2 ´ 1 rounds. In the i-th round, it splits the current left list Li´1
into two sublists L0,l , L0,r
0
and Li´1
have an element in common,
and the current right lists L1i´1 into two sublists L1,l , L1,r .15 If Li´1
0
1
then one of the pairs of sublists L0,j and L1,k for j, k P tl, ru must have an element in common. The decision
algorithm A1LD-d is run on different pairs to determine which contains the overlap. We recurse with chosen
pair, until we are left with lists that have singleton domains at which point we presume the entries therein
give the overlap.
15

In code, f } g Ð h for h with domain Domphq “ tn, n ` 1, . . . , mu defines f to be the restriction of h to domain
Dompf q “ tn, n ` 1, . . . , tpn ` mq{2uu and g to be the restriction of h to domain Dompgq “ DomphqzDompf q.
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Because we need to run the decision algorithm A1LD-d on fixed size inputs we pad the sublists to be of a
fixed size using lists L10 and L11 (the two halves of an injection L1 that we sampled locally). As long as the
image of L1 does not overlap with the images of L0 and L1 , this padding does not introduce any additional
elements repetitions between or within the list input to A1LD-d . By a union bound, overlaps occurs with
probability at most D2 {R.
Conditioned on such overlaps not occurring, A1LD-s will output the correct result if A11LD-d always answers
correctly. To bound the probability of A11LD-d erring we can note that it is run 3 ¨ plg D ´ 2q times and, each
-d 1
time, has at most a p1 ´ Adv1LD
D,R pA1LD-d qq{2 chance of error and apply a union bound.
Put together we have
-s
1LD-d
2
Adv1LD
D,R pA1LD-s q ě 1 ´ D {R ´ 1.5plg D ´ 2qp1 ´ AdvD,R pA1LD-d q.
That A1LD-s makes at most 3qplg D ´ 2q oracle queries is clear.

\
[

Lemma 4 (PB-d hard ñ PB hard). Let PB be any problem. Suppose APB is a quantum algorithm
for PB making at most q queries to its oracle, with AdvPB
D,R pAPB q “ δ ą 0. Then for any t P N there is
-d
t
an algorithm APB-d (described in the proof ) such that AdvPB
D,R pAPB-d q ą 1 ´ 2{2 . Algorithm APB-d makes
q ¨ r4.5pt ` 1q ln 2{δ 2 s queries to its oracle.
1
Proof. For compactness, let p1 “ PD,R
pAPB q denote the minimum probability that APB outputs 1 on in0
0
stances in the language, p “ PD,R pAPB q denote the maximum probability that APB outputs 1 on instances
1
0
not in the language, and δ “ AdvPB
D,R pAPB q “ p ´ p . We define APB-d to be the algorithm that, on input
L, runs n independent copies of APB rLs (with n “ r4.5pt ` 1q ˚ ln 2{δ 2 s) and calculates the average p of all
the values output by APB rLs. (Think of this as an estimate of the probability APB outputs 1 on this input.)
If p ă p0 ` δ{2, APB-d outputs 0, otherwise it outputs 1.
Let Xi denote the output of the i-th execution of APB-d . An inequality of Hoeffding [?] bounds how far
the average of independent random variables 0 ď Xi ď 1 can differ from the expectation by
ﬀ
ﬀˇ
«
«ˇ
n
n
ˇ
ˇÿ
ÿ
2
ˇ
ˇ
Xi {n ˇ ą ε ă 2e´2ε n
Pr ˇ Xi {n ´ E
ˇ
ˇi“1
i“1

for any ε ą 0. Let p1 denote the expected value of p (which is also the expected value of Xi ). If L is in the
language, then p1 ď p. Otherwise p0 ě p. In either case, APB-d will output the correct answer if p does not
differ from p1 by more than δ{3 (because this is strictly less than δ{2). Applying the above inequality tells
2
us that Prr|p ´ p1 | ą δ{3s ă 2e´2δ n{9 ď 2´t . (The value of n was chosen to make this last inequality hold.)
PB-d
1
0
Hence PD,R
pAPB-d q ą 1 ´ 2´t, PD,R
pAPB-d q ă 2´t , and AdvD,R
pAPB-d q ą 1 ´ 2{2t. The bound on APB-d ’s
number of queries is clear.
\
[
4.3

Proof of Theorem 6

Let A1LD be our given list disjointness adversary which makes q oracle queries and has advantage δ “
Adv1LD
D,R pA1LD q ą 0. If we apply Lemma 4 with t “ lgp12 lg Dq, then we get an adversary A1LD-d which makes
q1LD-d “ q ¨ r4.5pt ` 1q ln 2{δ 2 s ă p10q lg lg Dq{δ 2 oracle queries. (We used here the assumption D ě 32 to
simplify constants.) This adversary has advantage
-d
t
Adv1LD
D,3D2 pA1LD-d q ą 1 ´ 2{2 “ 1 ´ 1{p6 lgpDqq.
Next applying Lemma 3, gives us A1LD-s which makes fewer than q1LD-s “ 30qplg Dqplg lg Dq{δ 2 oracle queries
and has advantage
-s
1LD-d
2
Adv1LD
D,R pA1LD-s q ě 1 ´ D {R ´ 1.5plg D ´ 2qp1 ´ AdvD,R pA1LD-d qq

ą 1 ´ 1{3 ´ 1.5plg D ´ 2qp6 lg Dq´1 ą 1 ´ 1{3 ´ 1{4 “ 5{12.
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Lemmas 1 and 2 together bound this advantage from the other direction. In particular, we get that
-s
3
2
5{12 ă Adv1LD
D,R pA1LD-s q ď 18 ¨ pq1LD-s ` 2q {D .
Using the assumption D ě 32 we can bound q1LD-s ` 2 by 31qplg Dqplg lg Dq{δ 2 . Plugging this in and solving
for δ gives our claimed bound of
a
δ ă 11 6 pq ¨ lg D ¨ lg lg Dq3 {D2 .
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A

Probabilistic Analysis for Proof of Theorem 2

In this appendix we give a detailed probability analysis of Claim (i) from the proof of Theorem 2.
´1
´1
The view of A when run by A1 in Gdist
q. These are chosen
D,1 is determined by f1 , f1 , and z “ pT, T
´1
1
´1
such that T rMis “ f1 pK1 , Mi ‘ K2 q ‘ K2 for i “ 1, . . . , q and T rYi s “ f1 pK1 , Yi ‘ K2 q ‘ K2 for
i “ q 1 ` 1, . . . , q. Consequently to ensure this matches the view from Gsprp
F,1 we need to show that D choses
pf1 , K1 , K2 q uniformly from Icspk, nq ˆ t0, 1uk ˆ t0, 1un . It is clear that K1 and K2 are uniform. Furthermore,
f1 pK, ¨q “ f0 pK, ¨q for K ‰ K1 so these are sampled correctly. Hence we can think of these values as fixed
and argue that the distribution induced over f1 pK1 , ¨q is uniform over all permutations on t0, 1un .
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Let f P Icspk, nq, N “ 2n , and E denote the event that f1 pK1 , ¨q “ f p¨q. Let E1 denote the event that
T rMi s “ f pMi ‘ K2 q ‘ K2 for i “ 1, . . . , q after Step 1. The second for loop of Step 3 programs f1 to satisfy
f1 pK1 , Mi ‘ K2q “ T rMi s ‘ K2 so E1 is a necessary condition for E. Note that E1 requires Q values to have
been sampled correctly in Step 1’s for loops where Q “ |tf pMi ‘ K2 q ‘ K2 : 1 ď i ď q 1 u Y tf pYi ‘ K2 q ‘ K2 :
q 1 ď i ď qu|. Hence,
pN ´ Qq!
PrrEs “ PrrE|E1 s ¨
.
N!
Let E2 denote the event that Step 2 samples an f0 which is consistent with f . That is to say, that f0 is chosen
such that f pI Y I 1 q “ O Y O1 and f pxq “ f0 pK1 , xq for x R I Y I 1 . The first for loop in Step 3 programs
f1 pK1 , xq “ f0 pK1 , xq for x R I Y I 1 . The second and third for loop in Step 3 programs f1 pK1 , I Y I 1 q to
have values in O Y O1 so E2 is a necessary condition for E. Let M pf0 q “ |IzI 1 | “ |OzO1 | and let E2m denote
the event that M pf0 q “ m.
ÿ
PrrE|E1 s “
PrrE2m |E1 s ¨ PrrE2 |E1 , E2m s ¨ PrrE|E1 , E2m , E2 s.
m

We can think of Step 2 as lazily sampling f0 pK1 , ¨q by first sampling f0 pK1 , xq for x P I, then sampling
f0´1 pK1 , yq for y P OzO1 , and then sampling f0 pK1 , xq for x R I Y I 1 . The event E2 requires that the m
values sampled in this second step are the elements of f ´1 pO1 zOq and that on the third step f pxq is sampled
for f0 pK1 , xq for each x R I Y I 1 . Hence,
1
PrrE2 |E1 , E2m s “ `N ´Q˘ ¨
m

1
.
pN ´ Q ´ mq!

For E to occur (conditioned on E1 , E2m , and E2 ) the third for loop in Step 3 must sample m values correctly,
so PrrE|E1 , E2m , E2 s “ 1{m!. Putting everything together we have
PrrEs “

pN ´ Qq! ÿ
1
1
1
m! ¨ pN ´ Q ´ mq!
¨
¨
“
.
PrrE2m |E1 s ¨
N!
pN ´ Qq!
pN ´ Q ´ mq! m!
N!
m

So f1 is uniformly distributed, as desired.
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